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An X-ray diffraction study of the pressure-induced hydration in cordierite at 4–5 GPa
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ABSTrAcT

The elastic and structural behavior of natural cordierite compressed in aqueous medium up to 6 
GPa was studied by means of in situ synchrotron powder diffraction with a diamond-anvil cell. In the 
range between 1–4 GPa the elastic behavior is regular and slightly anisotropic, with linear compress-
ibilities βa:βb:βc = 4:4:5, the most rigid a-b plane coinciding with the orientation of 6-membered rings. 
A distinct decrease of compressibility in the range of 4–5 GPa indicates a pressure-induced hydration 
(PIH), which is confirmed by the structure refinements. The addition of about 60% of the initial water 
content into the cordierite channels proceeds through positional disordering of the H2O sites inside 
the channel cavity and a stepwise filling of the H2O position inside the 6-membered rings, leading 
to the phase transition at about 4.7 GPa. The appearance of H2O molecules inside 6-membered rings 
prevents their contraction and even causes their slight enlargement along the a direction, apparently 
related to the orientation of H-bonds. This results in an anisotropic deformation of the unit cell and an 
increase of the a parameter in the HP phase at 4.9 GPa, as well as a decrease of linear compressibility 
along a upon the further compression up to 6 GPa (βa:βb:βc = 5:9:10).
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inTroducTion

Cordierite, a ring framework aluminosilicate (Mg,Fe)2 

[Al4Si5O18]·n(H2O,CO2), has attracted much interest due to its 
widespread formation in moderate- to high-grade metamorphic 
rocks, as well as due to its channel structure accessible for small 
molecules (predominantly H2O and CO2) (Shreyer and Yoder 
1964; Gibbs 1966; Cohen et al. 1977; Goldman et al. 1977; 
Hochella et al. 1979; Armbruster 1985; Poon et al. 1990; Le 
Breton and Schreyer 1993; Lepezin et al. 1999; Toohill et al. 
1999; Kolesov and Geiger 2000; Bul’bak and Shvedenkov 2005). 
Despite its petrological importance, only few works were devoted 
to the high-pressure behavior of cordierite (Mirwald 1982; Mir-
wald et al. 1984; Koepke and Schulz 1986). In the low-pressure 
region, the volume compressibility of cordierite (K0 = 90 GPa) 
is close to that of feldspars, whereas in the range of 1–3 GPa it 
approaches the order of that of beryl (K0 = 143 GPa) (Mirwald 
et al. 1984; Hazen et al. 1986). This indicates a dominant role of 
the ring elements in the compression behavior of the cordierite 
structure. In the cordierite structure, the 6-membered (Si,Al)
O4-tetrahedral rings (6mR) form channels by stacking along the 
c-direction. The rings are included in a frame of edge-sharing 
(Mg,Fe)O6 octahedra and (Si,Al)O4 tetrahedra, with the octahedra 
located between the ring planes (Gibbs 1966; Cohen et al. 1977).

The compression behavior of “empty” (waterless) cordier-
ite was found to depend on the type of pressure-transmitting 
medium. In a non-penetrating (methanol-ethanol) medium, the 
compression is approximately regular up to 3 GPa, whereas in 
penetrating water medium it sharply decreases at P > 2 GPa due to 
the incorporation of excess H2O molecules (Koepke and Schulz 

1986). At that point, a significant shrinking of 6mR tetrahedra 
was observed, which was supposed to introduce a phase transition 
at higher pressure. Indeed, our recent Raman spectroscopic study 
has revealed a reversible, low-kinetics phase transition in natural 
cordierite upon compression in an aqueous medium up to about 
4.7 GPa (Likhacheva et al. 2012). This transition is evinced by 
abrupt shifts of all the framework and O-H stretching modes. 
The shift magnitudes of different framework modes indicate the 
predominance of distortion over contraction of the framework 
polyhedra during this transition. However, the influence of 
penetrating water medium onto the observed transition remains 
unclear. Since there is no structural data on the HP-behavior of 
cordierite at P > 2.5 GPa, the present study aims at a detailed 
description of the elastic and structural behavior of cordierite in 
the pressure interval between 2 and 6 GPa, and, in particular, 
the elucidation of the penetrating role of water in the observed 
phase transition.

experimenTAL meThodS
The cordierite sample (Z-cordierite) used in this study is from the Altai am-

phibolite complex (Russia), with the chemical formula Na0.07(Mg1.57Fe0.36Mn0.07)
[Al3.96Fe0.06Si4.98O18]·0.45H2O (average from 7 microprobe analyses). The same 
sample was used in the HP Raman study of Likhacheva et al. (2012). It presents 
homogenous, inclusion-free, transparent and uniformly colored grains. The H2O 
content was determined by gas chromatographic analysis with the accuracy of 0.08 
wt%. The cell parameters at ambient conditions determined by Rietveld refinement 
are a = 17.104(2), b = 9.746(1), c = 9.333(1) Å, V = 1555.7(2) Å3, space group 
Cccm. The powdered sample was placed into a 400 × 100 µm gasket hole of a 
diamond-anvil cell (DAC) and compressed up to 6 GPa. The DAC is based on a 
modified Mao-Bell design (Fursenko et al. 1984) and employs two diamonds with 
1 mm diameter culets. Two HP experiments were carried out using both penetrat-
ing (H2O+30% methanol:ethanol 4:1) and non-penetrating (methanol:ethanol 
4:1) medium. The pressure values were measured before and after the diffraction 
experiment from the R1 ruby fluorescence line (Mao et al. 1986) excited by the 514 
nm line of an Ar laser. The powder diffraction experiments were performed at the * E-mail: alih@igm.nsc.ru


